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Winter Tires

Synthetic oil

Winter safety kit 

Cold weather battery

Snow & ice clearing

Plan ahead

Winter-ready wiper blades Winter washer fluid

Check your local weather forecast and plan your route before  
you hit the road so you’re not caught off guard by testy weather.

Be ready for the unexpected with an emergency kit that has 
winter safety essentials like jumper cables, roadside reflectors, 
a tow rope, candles, matches, flashlight, shovel, traction mat, 
phone charger and basic gear to keep you warm.

Use a telescopic snow brush and ice scraper to clear all surfaces 
(including lights, safety sensors and cameras) before you shift 
into drive. This not only improves your visibility, but also prevents 
flying snow and ice from distracting others.

Synthetic oils are designed to flow better at low temperatures, 
making for better cold weather engine starts.

Regular battery inspections can help you maintain reliable engine 
starts. Look for a battery designed to provide reliable starting in  
cold temperatures.

Look for the three-peak-mountain-and-snowflake 
symbol and choose a set of dedicated winter tires. In 
temperatures as warm as 7 degrees Celsius, winter 
tires offer superior grip and control over all-seasons.

Not all wiper blades are created equal when it comes to handling 
extreme cold and preventing snow and ice build-up, so make a 
swap when the temperature drops.

Make sure your windshield washer fluid is effective up to -40 
degrees Celsius, regularly top up and keep extra reserves safely 
stored in your cargo area.

GEAR UP FOR WINTER DRIVING
Winter is here so it’s time to step up your winter driving game  
with the right gear & know-how to take the wheel with confidence.

For more winter safety tips, visit BETIRESMART.ca

PRO TIP: Winter tires can earn you financial incentives such as  
lower insurance premiums. Contact your insurance provider 

to  find out how you might qualify.

PRO TIP: Use four winter tires of the same type. Mixing 
creates a traction imbalance between the front and rear 

wheels, making your vehicle harder to control.

PRO TIP: Adjust your driving to the changing 
weather. Take your time, drive defensively, and 

keep extra distance between you and others.

PRO TIP: Sinking temperatures also bring a drop in tire pressure so get in the habit of monthly check-
ups, following instructions provided in your owners’ manual or vehicle information placard.

PRO TIP: Drive slowly near working snowplows and don’t 
pass them – it’s dangerous! Be patient and give them room. 

They will pull off once they reach the end of their route.

PRO TIP: Print me out and stick me up in the office, On 
the Fridge, or by the coffee machine. Safer driving 
for everyone!

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/686675/Winter_Tire_Listings/Winter-Tire-Listing-November-2016.pdf



